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PIONEERS is an excellent automated trading 
strategy provider and a leading
international financial derivatives liquidity 
service provider.

PIONEERS is the first international research 
and development digital asset
intelligent DAPP and the AI intelligent
trading and investment platform of the real 
world



PREFACE

With the development of computer technology, especially the commercial application of

AI artificial intelligence technology, it has been more and more used in various trading

activities in the capital market, and has occupied most of the Wall Street trading market.

All kinds of disadvantages under the traditional manual transaction mode are solved by AI

artificial intelligence transaction mode. There is no doubt that AI manpower will gradually

replace traditional manual trading

AI arti�cial intelligence transaction replaces 
traditional manual transaction, which is an 
inevitable trend of historical development!
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Quantitative investment status in the United States

In addition to quantitative funds, other investment institutions among traders in US

stocks also use some algorithms for trading. According to Bloomberg data, in Q3 2021,

the trading volume of generalized quantitative algorithms in the United States will

account for 75.65%. American stock investors can be divided into three categories: retail

investors (19%), buyers (32%), and sellers (banks+non banks, 49%). The buyers are

divided into traditional stock long funds (8%), traditional hedge funds (10.3%) and

quantitative funds (13.9%), while the sellers are divided into banks (6.6%) and non bank

institutions (42.3%). The scale of well-known quantitative funds in the United States is

basically more than 20 billion dollars. According to the latest statistics of Preqin, 

Bridgewater has the largest scale, exceeding 150 billion dollars. AQR second, the data

released in 2018 has approached the scale of 100 billion dollars. The scale of Two Sigma,

Renaissance Technologies and Millennium Management has also exceeded 50 billion

dollars

Development trend of quantitative investment in digital currency

With the rapid development of quantitative investment in digital currency, the followin

g new trends are emerging in the investment field:

1. Homogeneous algorithm model. Although the algorithm models of quantitative tradi

ng have their own characteristics, the models with the same concept will eventually co

nverge after continuous improvement.

2. Hardware based software competition. When the algorithm model approaches the li

mit, the hardware performance and quality of various IT equipment, including superco

mputers and super chips, the computer room, server hosting, and the point distance fro

m the trading center may all become the key factors of second kill, which also poses ne

w challenges to the supervision of high-frequency trading. 
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3. Competitors are similar. The high-tech threshold of vectorization transaction

transformation will inevitably lead to the adjustment of investor structure, and the

market will shift from the game between subjective and quantitative transactions to the

game between various quantitative transactions.

4. Global investment scope. A single variety, single asset and single market cannot

maximize the advantages of quantitative trading. Probability theory favors a portfolio of

all varieties, all time and space, multiple markets and high frequency.

5. IT oriented transaction talents. London, an old financial center, is becoming a hub for

IT companies. Many top investment banks in Europe and the United States, including

Goldman Sachs, Morgan, Citigroup, Cr
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About PIONEERS
PIONEERS is an excellent automated trading strategy provider, and also one of the first digital 

asset intelligent DAPP trading and investment platforms developed in the world. It has 

successfully developed a set of fully intelligent comprehensive algorithm trading strategies in 

the field of digital cryptocurrency using years of technology accumulation, dedicated to 

providing one-stop technical strategy services for digital asset traders around the world, and 

providing professional, convenient and intelligent trading systems for tens of millions of 

traders.

As a new technology based on blockchain and AI artificial intelligence technology, AI intelligent 

algorithm can integrate data factors and encrypted derivative data generated by each node on 

the chain into a new transaction decision-making factor library. Through PB intelligent custody 

strategy, multi factor currency selection, turtle trading, cross currency arbitrage, sector 

rotation, arbitrage analysis and statistics, grid trading, high-frequency trading, double 

averages and other models, the node data is analyzed at multiple levels and from multiple 

angles, and transactions are conducted according to probability calculation, so as to achieve a 

more secure, transparent, decentralized and efficient arbitrage asset management experience.
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BETTER SERVICE STRATEGYBETTER SERVICE STRATEGY

PIONEERS provides investors with professional and complete insights and data analysis 

reports to improve the transparency and information quality in the current 

cryptocurrency ecosystem. PIONEERS serves millions of users in 120 countries, with a 

daily cumulative transaction volume of more than 100 million. It supports multi country 

legal currency transactions, seamlessly connects currency transactions, and a variety of 

digital currencies are available for transactions. It is the first in the industry to provide 

7x24 professional services for customers, respond quickly, and ensure the safety of all 

certified businesses. Small bid ask spread, fast transaction response. Meet different 

levels of capital and different transaction needs.
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Based on the technical architecture of the high expansion application chain, 

PIONEERS independently developed high-performance technology to support the 

robot automatic trading sector, using the memory matching engine TPS60000/s, the 

multi platform integrated operating environment can be expanded in parallel, and 

the powerful technical background provides users with a smooth and fast operating 

experience.

• Multi platform integrated operation environment

• O�cially authorized dual authentication system

To ensure the stable operation of the platform, 128 bit SSL encryption 

communication technology authorized by PIONEERS authentication and Google 

Authenticator dual authentication system are used to ensure the security of user 

information, and a mature multi-layer signature cold and hot separation 

architecture is used to ensure the security of user assets, ensuring the interests of 

investors from transaction to storage.

• Distributed data storage technology

The master control node architecture is easier to maintain, and can also support 

thousands of clusters. This system architecture is composed of a group of computer 

nodes that communicate through the network and coordinate their work to 

complete common tasks.

The PIONEERS distributed network storage system adopts a scalable system 

structure, uses multiple storage servers to share the storage load, and uses location 

servers to locate storage information, which not only improves the reliability, 

availability and storage efficiency of the system, but also is easy to expand.

Platform architecture
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Digital asset security

PIONEERS generates a corresponding address for each investment target to keep the 

user's mortgage and financial assets. The new address uses multiple signatures to 

ensure the security of the mortgage assets. It is jointly held by the platform and 

business node investors, and must be held by one of the three partiesThe 

transaction can be sent only after the Italian and Italian parties sign. The 

introduction of multi-party storage is mainly to prevent the loss of the private key of 

one party. The business node can determine whether to provide the private key 

according to the actual situation.
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Shamir private key partition algorithm:

The idea of key sharing is to split the key in an appropriate way. After splitting, each 

share is managed by different participants. A single participant cannot recover the 

secret information. Only several participants cooperate to recover the key. More 

importantly, when any participant in the corresponding range has problems, the key 

can still be completely recovered. A. Shamir and G.R. Blakley proposed (t, n) 

threshold key sharing scheme in 1979. Shamir threshold assumes that the data to be 

protected is D. The goal is to divide D into n blocks 1, 2, 3, 4 n D, D, D, D, LD, and 

requires:

(1) D can be easily reconstructed by arbitrarily selecting k (or more) blocks;

(2) It is impossible to reconstruct D by arbitrarily selecting k-1 (or fewer) blocks.

Based on the Lagrange interpolation formula, we can uniquely determine a 

polynomial whose degree is at most k-1 by taking the number of key pairs of k 

individuals. In addition, a reliable system can be obtained by using the 121, k - a a La 

threshold meeting n=2 * k-1. The master key is divided into multiple key shares for 

saving. Only key shares with more than threshold can restore the master key.



Language support
It supports English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian and other languages. In 

order to help global crypto asset investors, on the premise of complying with local 

laws, regulations and policies, everyone has equal access to the AI custody trading 

system.

Data transmission security
The PIONEERS intelligent custody strategy trading system supports the 

implementation of TLS technology based on the national security algorithm. TLS is a 

security protocol that provides security and data integrity for network 

communication. Before establishing secure communication, the sender and receiver 

will exchange some necessary information, negotiate the cipher suite used for secure 

communication, verify the identity of the other party, encrypt data to prevent data 

theft, verify the integrity of data, etc. In this project, the cryptographic software 

containing TLS functions can be integrated into each node without the need to 

deploy hardware devices.
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Privacy protection principle

At present, there is a particularly important issue of the Internet of Things, namely 

user privacy. The user privacy protection of the Internet of things is extremely fragile. 

Because a large amount of user data is collected through sensors, it is very easy to 

predict user behavior. In addition, even if the current architecture model adopts the 

open ID method to desensitize users, it is easy to reverse deduce the user's identity 

as long as multiple dimensions are compared and analyzed.
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To solve this problem, we try to use the zero knowledge proof algorithm and our 

innovative behavioral private key (BPK) algorithm model. By passing the user's 

intention to other hardware without passing the user symbol, we can not only 

effectively protect the user's privacy in fact, but also solve the problem of worrying 

about the loss of users. The BKP algorithm model we have innovated uses 

unsupervised learning or strategy model for user data, clusters into behaviors, and 

desensitizes users through zero knowledge proof algorithm. In this way, devices can 

share resources based on their intentions and do not need to share data based on 

users, which can effectively solve the user privacy problem.



Token reward system
We will integrate IOTA, Waves, TRON, RSK, Ethereum and other different existing 

technologies, build our basic reward system based on the blockchain network of 

smart contracts. The reward is generated by a given consistency algorithm. The 

inheritance of the actual market price of the competition will depend on the 

correlation between the pricing forecast and the executable entry and exit points of 

the specific market. The relevant score will give how the apollo robot uses it to 

operate according to the weight factor. Based on all these successful events, the 

apollo robot will be rewarded by the token system.

Convenient and fast transaction
PIONEERS provides users with the optimal market price and simple operation 

experience by interfacing with the exchange API. By optimizing the screening 

mechanism, it presents users with simple buying and selling prices and high-

frequency automatic AI intelligent transaction portals. Users can easily complete the 

transaction and participate in the incentive mechanism by simply entering the 

number.

Convenient gold entry tool
Users only need to initiate purchase transactions in the PIONEERS system, import five 

mainstream currencies of US dollars, Hong Kong dollars, Japanese yen, euros and 

pounds through PIONEERS and Epay connection, and complete high-frequency 

automatic AI intelligent transactions with digital assets.
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PIONEERS generates a corresponding address for each investment target to keep the 

user's mortgage and financial assets. The new address uses multiple signatures to 

ensure the security of the mortgage assets. It is jointly held by the platform, business 

node and investors, and must be signed by any two of the three parties before the 

transaction can be sent.

Features of PIONEERS high-frequency intelligent trading system:

QUANTITATIVE INTELLIGENT 
TRADING STATEGY

01 02

03 04Fund risk control and flow 
control are processed in 
parallel.

Order management and risk 
control 0 delay

One digit subtle 
performance jitter.

Visualize real-time risk 
monitoring.



Based on the high-speed C++core framework and the efficient and easy-to-use 

application layer framework (wtpy), PIONEERS is committed to creating a fully 

automatic one-stop quantitative R&D transaction scenario from R&D, trading, to 

operation and scheduling.

Firm o�er operation architecture
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Rich transaction engine
·The CTA engine, also known as the synchronization policy engine, is generally 

applicable to policies with few targets and fast computing logic, and event+time 

driven. Typical application scenarios include single bid timing, arbitrage below IF, 

etc. The DualThrust policy provided in Demo takes an average of more than 70 

microseconds for a single recalculation. The Python implementation version and 

the C++implementation version take about 4.5 microseconds.



·SEL engine, also known as asynchronous policy engine, is generally applicable to 

policies with many targets and long calculation logic time consuming, time driven. 

Typical application scenarios include multi factor stock selection strategy, cross 

section multi empty strategy, etc.

·HFT engine, also known as high-frequency strategy engine, is mainly aimed at 

high-frequency or low delay strategies, event driven, and the system delay is 

between 1-2 microseconds

·UFT engine, also known as extreme speed strategy engine, is mainly aimed at 

ultra-high frequency or ultra-low delay strategies, event driven, and the system 

delay is within 200 nanoseconds
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Perfect development interface
• Efficient and easy-to-use data interface:

Each policy will have an independent context module. The context will 

automatically cache the data required by the policy, and the policy can be called 

directly.

• Simple signal interface:

The policy only needs to set the target bin, which is automatically executed in the 

background.

• Context free policy logic:

The policy does not need to record any data by itself. You only need to query the 

interface each time. All the data is cached in memory, and the access efficiency is 

guaranteed.

Professional strategy management
·Unified management of policy portfolio:

The strategy combination is mainly used to cooperate with the product 

management of professional institutions. A combined disk corresponds to several 

targets of several policies, and then sets a basic unit fund amount, which is the 

basic combined disk of product management for easy expansion.

• Target position consolidation execution:

After the target positions are merged, the risk of self closing is avoided, and the 

margin occupation and commission expenses are reduced.
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• Multi account concurrent execution:

After the target position of the portfolio is determined, it is executed synchronously 

through multiple trading channels, which can effectively guarantee the consistency 

of performance of different accounts.

class ConcreteStrategyA :  public Strategy{

void AlgorithmInterface() {

cout<<" A"<<endl;

}

class ConcreteStrategyB :  public Strategy {

void AlgorithmInterface() {

cout<<"B"<<endl;

Full type back testing support

• Full language support:

Whether it is a C++development strategy, a python strategy developed under wtpy, 

or a strategy developed under other language subframes, they are all uniformly 

back tested in a unified back test engine.ConcreteStrategy encapsulates specific 

algorithms or behaviors, inheriting Strategy



}

}; class ConcreteStrategyC :  public Strategy {

void AlgorithmInterface() {

cout<<"C"<

Context, con�gured with a ConcreteStrategy, maintains a reference to Strategy

• High back testing e�ciency:

The backtesting engine is developed in C++, with high efficiency and speed. Both 

C++strategy and Python strategy can be quickly verified.

• Complete policy support:

In addition to CTA strategy and SEL strategy, HFT strategy, UFT strategy and 

execution unit can also be backtested.
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E�cient data servo
• Local data servo:

The built-in storage engine of WonderTrader uses local storage, establishes data 

servo locally, broadcasts real-time quotes through the udp port, realizes a 1+N 

service structure, and can provide undifferentiated data services to multiple 

composite disks at the same time.

• Cache historical data:

In the transaction process, all historical data is cached in memory, and the 

mechanism of memory directly referencing memory data slices is adopted to 

fundamentally avoid data copying and improve access efficiency.

• E�cient storage engine:

Real time data adopts mmap file, which can read and write at high speed without 

losing data.

Flexible risk control
• Portfolio fund risk control:

The portfolio has a preset fund scale, which can be used to control the fund risk of 

portfolio for the virtual fund of portfolio. The biggest advantage is that if the 

portfolio is in the downward phase, after the risk control is triggered, even if the 

capital account does not reach the risk control line, it will not continue to decline.

• Channel �ow risk control:

Mainly for compliance risk, the indicators controlled are the total number of 

cancellations, the number of orders placed in a short time and the number of 

cancellations.
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• Risk control of account funds:

Consistent with the general fund risk control, it mainly controls the withdrawal of 

account funds.

• Clutch mechanism:

The clutch mechanism is based on the mechanism of signal and execution 

separation. It is mainly used to directly disconnect the signal execution through the 

clutch mechanism if the strategy or combination is at risk. The advantage is that it 

does not affect the logic of the strategy. It only disconnects the execution of the 

signal, and can continue to observe the performance of the strategy in a specific 

market stage, which is consistent with theoretical research.

Powerful console
• Combined panel operation monitoring:

You can view real-time operation logs, policy theory data, transaction channel 

data, etc., and provide access to manual start and stop.

• Automatic dispatching service:

Fully automatic scheduling of scheduled tasks (start, stop, restart), support setting 

task repetitions by week, and support process daemon.

• Real time event noti�cation:

The monitoring service receives the events pushed by the composite disk, forwards 

them to the monitoring end, and prompts the user.

• Online back testing analysis:

After automatic remote deployment, online back testing service is provided, and 

results are analyzed and graphically displayed.
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RNN market analysis
The platform will use regression linear relationship projection RNN for market 

analysis. The whole idea is composed of a series of words and word order, which 

encode a lot of information to help predict the market. Step 1 is to map words to 

word embedding. Step 2 is to receive the vector sequence as input and consider the 

order of vectors to generate the predicted RNN. From the embedding layer, the new 

representation is passed to the LSTM unit. These additions will often be connected 

to the network, so we can include information about word sequences in the data.
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TOKEN
ISSUANCE RULE

The token introduced by PIONEERS is PNSB, which is a decentralized blockchain 

encryption asset issued based on Ethereum ERC20 standard.

Issuing mechanism

CHAPTER3.0



Allocation mechanism
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Distribution Rules
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Users can provide computing 
power, data support, transaction 
mining and other services for 
PIONEERS on the platform to 
obtain rewards

It is used to reward users for 
downloading,promotion, 
currency deposit, currency 
holding, air drop 
consumption, transfer, etc

It is used to repay early 
enterprise investors and 
establish business cooperation 
with cooperative enterprises

To pay for platform 
maintenance, technology 
development and operation, 
issue Tokens in return.

For ecological construction of 
the project

A total of 30% of this part will 
never be issued, and the profit 
repurchase plan will be launched 
later.

Contributing to community users 
around the world

This part will be locked by the 
smart contract, which will unlock 
20% every year and be 
completed in five years.

This part will be locked by the 
smart contract, 10% of which will 
be unlocked every year and 
completed in 10 years.

The use of this part of funds 
requires the resolution of the 
Foundation and shall be 
publicized in advance.



Token application ecology

PIONEERS combines the innovative economic system to make the transaction 

process safer and more convenient. It issues PNSB, an ecological token, and uses 

cutting-edge technologies such as blockchain, big data, the Internet of Things, AI 

intelligence to achieve data integration in various industries around the world and 

build a global value Internet

·Virtual commodity trading platform:

PIONEERS allows any user to trade on its fully functional virtual 

trading platform without any investment in security, 

infrastructure or settlement processing.

·DeFi Open Finance:

The platform explores more efficient business models to 

enable all people to enjoy equal financial services

·Consumer payment development platform:

All assets can be Tokenized and freely traded in the global 

market. Users can purchase digital currency through savings 

card, credit card or bank remittance
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Development planning

DEVELOPMENT 
PLANNING

2022.12-2023.2
PNSB was officially issued, the first round of distribution was complete
d, and the global top 100 exchanges were continuously launched. 

2023.1-2023.8
PNSB certification economic system and application scenario 
architecture are fully implemented.

2023.9-2024.1
Complete the first round of air drop for PNS core developers and 
teams, and thank core investors and support institutions.
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2024.2-2024.6
PNSB's market value has exceeded 1 billion USD, becoming a global 
leader in the financial technology application ecology.

2024.7-2024.12
PNS uses PNS to integrate high-quality blockchain projects in North 
America, Europe, Asia and other places, and enables PNS to create 100 
high-quality financial technology application scenarios through big data, 
AI, and blockchain technology integration.

2025-
Build PNS ecosystem by integrating Defi, Gamefi, Soicialfi and NFT's 
multiple values


